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NEW QUESTION: 1
A single InnoDB table has been dropped by accident. You are
unable to use an additional intermediate MySQL instance to
restore the table. Which two backup methods can be used to
restore the single table without stopping the MySQL instance?
A. a file system copy created while MySQL was shut down.
B. a backup created with mysqldump --all-databases
C. a file system-level snapshot
D. an up-to-date replication slave
E. a backup created using FLUSH TABLES ... FOR EXPORT

Answer: B,C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which two statements are true about sequences crated in a
single instance Oracle database?
A. CURRVAL is used to refer to the most recent sequence number
that has been generated for a particular sequence.
B. The numbers generated by an explicitly defined sequence can
only be used to insert data in one table.
C. DELETE &lt;sequencename&gt; would remove a sequence from the
database.
D. When the MAXVALUE limit for a sequence is reached, it can be
increased by using the ALTER SEQUENCE statement.
E. When the database instance shuts down abnormally, sequence
numbers that have been cached but not used are available again
when the instance is restarted.
Answer: A,D

NEW QUESTION: 3
You have been asked to insert an image named kayak.jpg in a Web
page. Which of the following code examples will validate as
XHTML 1.0 Transitional?
A. &lt;img src=kayak.jpg desc=kayak /&gt;
B. &lt;img ref=kayak.jpg desc=kayak&gt;&lt;/img&gt;
C. &lt;img src=kayak.jpg alt=kayak&gt;&lt;/img&gt;
D. &lt;img src=kayak.jpg alt=kayak /&gt;
Answer: D
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